Hekayat
(Listen to intro of full song to hear counts. 1x = 2 notes that are repeated at beginning)
End of Megan’s solo for 4 min. then: listen for single string plunks
then 19x - chords start w plunks. Group comes in on next part:
Time in the full song is about (4:09) gets louder and more rhythmic:
16x: (4 sets of 4 beat pattern w accent on 1)
16x “
(4:43)
8x: (just drum sound)

12x: “Offering” w veil traveling in big group circle, stop in wide semi circle formation, 4x “offering” w veil
in 4 directions (start to R w R hand, then back w L, then L w R, then front w L).
4x: 2 “Brush Push” moving L. 4x: 2 Turns with hands on shoulders moving R. 8x: Repeat all.
Everyone in semi circle like chorus line: 8x Del Roba.
Simultaneously Deleana and whoever else wants to: 8x “Zig zag” in front of chorus line.

8x: line E

Everyone: 8x Chase w arms wave over head walking in group circle

8x: “

Everyone: 4x: Walk in circle w L arm up center R arm out to side palm up.
4x: walk to center of circle, bringing arms up to center, then back out waving arms back down.

4x: 4 bt phrase
4x: “

4x: Turn with Nama in towards center of circle then back out
4x: spin twice to get back to semi circle formation.

(5:20)
14x: (long w accents on each beat, last 2x ending phrase)

(5:39)
4x:
4x:
8x: (just drum sound)
(5:58)
3x:
3x:
17x (accent on 17th)
The end.

Deleana solo
Everyone else in semi circle like chorus line:
4x: “Criss Cross” (Arms to R, R foot to L, reverse, repeat both)
4x: Turn with Nama from L to R, then back R to L
4x: “Criss Cross” (Arms to R, R foot to L, reverse, repeat both)
2x: Turn with Nama, only once from L to R.
Everyone: 4x: (still in semi circle) Brush Push moving L.
2 Turns plus one Brush Push moving R.
Group in semi circle like chorus line: 8x Del Roba.
Simultaneously Deleana and whoever else wants to: 8x “Zig zag” in front of chorus line.
3x: bracelet lunges (listen to music and do one per x) move forward w low, high, low
3x: “ but move backward w high, low, high.
Megan solo Everyone else like chorus line in semi circle: Bracelets low at hips R then L foot forward - last one high.

